Reduction of nonlinear dynamic systems with an application to signal transduction pathways.
Mathematical modelling of kinetic processes with different time scales allows a reduction of the governing equations using quasi-steady-state approximations (QSSA). A QSSA theorem is applied to a mathematical model of the influence that Raf kinase inhibitor protein (RKIP) has on the ERK signalling pathway. On the basis of previously published parameter values, the system of 11 ordinary differential equations is rewritten in a form suitable for model reduction. In accordance with the terminology of the QSSA theorem, it is established that four of the protein and protein-complex concentrations are 'fast varying', such that the corresponding kinetic equations form an attached system. Another concentration is 'medium varying' such that the corresponding equation is reduced with respect to the four fast ones. The other six concentrations are 'slow varying', which means the corresponding kinetic equations also present a reduced system with respect to the others. Analytical solutions, relating the steady-state values of the fast varying protein concentrations and the slow varying ones, are derived and interpreted as restrictions on the regulatory role of RKIP on ERK-pathway.